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Bayesian Analysis of the Normal linear regression model

Now we will see how all the Bayesian theory of Topic 1 works in a
model you are familiar with

Readings: Chapter 2, 3 and 4 of textbook.

Chapter 2: regression model with a single explanatory variable (no
matrix algebra required)

Chapter 3: regression model with several explanatory variables (matrix
algebra used)

Note: to keep the maths in this course relatively simple I will not do
many derivations using matrix algebra

But I will use matrix algebra to help keep notation from getting messy
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Chapter 2 and 3 will use "natural conjugate prior" which yields
analytical results
Analytical results means formulae exist for posterior mean and
variance, marginal likelihood, predictive
These formulae do not involve integrals so no posterior simulation
necessary.
But I will use this case to introduce Monte Carlo integration
Compare analytical results with Monte Carlo integration results
Chapter 4 investigates other priors which do not yield analytical
results.
We introduce these priors partly because they may be be useful in and
of themselves.
Also allow us to introduce important tools for posterior compution:
the Gibbs sampler and importance sampling.
Terminology: Gibbs sampler is a special type of Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) algorithm
We also introduce a nice way to calculating the posterior odds ratio
for comparing one model nested in another: the Savage-Dickey
density ratio.
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Posterior Analysis

Remember: the posterior is proportional to the prior times the
likelihood function

The assumptions about the regression model give us the likelihood

Then we will multiply by a prior to give the posterior

I will assume you have past familiarity with the regression model, so
will not discuss much about why it is so important
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The Likelihood Function

Let yi and xi be observed data on dependent and explanatory
variables, respectively, for individual i for i = 1, ..,N.

The linear regression model (without intercept to simplify
mathematics):

yi = βxi + εi

where εi is error term

Assumptions about εi and xi determine the likelihood function

Classical assumptions (which we will free up in later lectures) are:

εi is Normally distributed with mean 0, variance σ2 and εi and εj are
independent of one another for i 6= j . Shorthand notation for this is:
εi is i.i.d. N

�
0, σ2

�
where i.i.d. stands for �independent and

identically distributed�.

The xi are �xed (i.e. not random variables)
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Likelihood function is joint probability density function for all the data
conditional on the unknown parameters: p

�
y jβ, σ2

�
To start introducing matrix algebra, stack all observations of
dependent variable into vector of length N:

y =

266664
y1
y2
.
.
yN

377775
Or, equivalently (and more compactly), y = (y1, y2, .., yN )

0.

Similarly, for explanatory variable, x = (x1, x2, .., xN )
0.

Likelihood function obtained using rules of probability and regression
assumptions.
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p(yi jβ, σ2) is Normal (see Appendix B, Theorem B.10)

Theorem B.10: linear combinations of Normals are Normal

E (yi jβ, σ2) = βxi (see Appendix B, Theorem B.2)

var(yi jβ, σ2) = σ2 (see Appendix B, Theorem B.2).

Theorem B.2 gives properties of expected value and variance operator
(covered in previous lecture)

Normal p.d.f with mean and variance as above is:

p
�
yi jβ, σ2

�
=

1p
2πσ2

exp

"
� (yi � βxi )

2

2σ2

#
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Note: for i 6= j , εi and εj are independent of one another,

Thus, yi and yj are also independent of one another

p
�
y jβ, σ2

�
= ∏N

i=1 p
�
yi jβ, σ2

�
Hence, likelihood function is:

p(y jβ, σ2) = 1

(2π)
N
2 σN

exp

"
� 1
2σ2

N

∑
i=1
(yi � βxi )

2

#

The next results I will not prove

Problem Sheet 2, Exercise 1 asks you to prove a simpli�ed version of
them
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Likelihood can be written in di¤erent way using:

N

∑
i=1
(yi � βxi )

2 = νs2 +
�

β� bβ�2 N

∑
i=1
x2i

where
ν = N � 1

bβ = ∑ xiyi
∑ x2i

s2 =
∑
�
yi � bβxi�2

ν

You may remember from your earlier study: bβ, s2 and ν are the
ordinary least squares (OLS) estimator for β, standard error and
degrees of freedom, respectively
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For many derivations, it is easier to work with error precision rather
than variance.

The error precision is de�ned as: h = 1
σ2

Likelihood function is:

p (y jβ, h) = 1

(2π)
N
2�

h
1
2 exp

�
� h
2

�
β� bβ�2 ∑N

i=1 x
2
i

��n
h

ν
2 exp

�
� hν
2s�2

�o
For future reference: �rst term in curly brackets looks like kernel of
Normal density for β

Second term looks almost like a Gamma density for h.
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Aside: the Gamma distribution

So far we have worked with the Normal distribution

But there are many other probability distributions commonly used in
Bayesian econometrics

As these new distributions are used, I will o¤er asides on them

Begin with the Gamma..

This distribution often arises in relation to the error precision

Related to the Chi-squared distribution (which you have seen in your
previous study)

Similar properties to the Chi-squared
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Gamma Distribution

Y has a Gamma distribution with mean µ > 0 and degrees of
freedom ν > 0, denoted by Y � G (µ, ν), if its pd.f. is:

fG (y jµ, ν) �
(
c�1G y

ν�2
2 exp

�
� y ν
2µ

�
if 0 < y < ∞

0 otherwise,

cG is integrating constant (formula in textbook)

If Y � G (µ, ν) then E (Y ) = µ and var (Y ) = 2µ2

ν .
Distributions related to Gamma include the Chi-squared distribution
which is a Gamma distribution with ν = µ.
The exponential distribution is a Gamma distribution with ν = 2.
The inverted Gamma distribution has property that, if Y has inverted
Gamma distribution, then 1

Y has a Gamma distribution.
In some other Bayesian books, the authors work with error variances
(instead of error precisions) and the inverted Gamma is used
extensively.
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The Prior

Priors can be any form.

However, it is common to choose particular classes of priors which are
easy to interpret and/or make computation easier.

Conjugate prior: prior and posterior both have same class of
distributions.

Prior can be interpreted as arising from a �ctitious data set from the
same process which generated the actual data.

We must elicit prior for β and h which we denote by p(β, h).

Laws of probability imply p(β, h) = p(βjh)p(h)
The form of the likelihood function suggests conjugate prior has a
Normal distribution for βjh and a Gamma distribution for h.
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The Normal-Gamma distribution (see Appendix B for more
properties):

βjh � N(β, h�1V )
and

h � G (s�2, ν)
Compact notation for the Normal-Gamma distribtution (which we use
for prior for β and h) is:

β, h � NG
�

β,V , s�2, ν
�

Researcher chooses particular values of prior hyperparameters
β,V , s�2 and ν to re�ect prior information.
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Posterior

Posterior proportional to likelihood times the prior density.

Similar derivation in Problem Set 2, so we will not derive

Turns out posterior density is also of Normal-Gamma form.

Hence, prior is a natural conjugate one

The precise Normal-Gamma formula given on next page.

A key thing: analytical formulae available
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β, hjy � NG
�

β,V , s�2, ν
�

where
V =

1

V�1 +∑ x2i

β = V
�
V�1β+ bβ ∑ x2i

�
ν = ν+N

and s�2 is de�ned implicitly through

νs2 = νs2 + νs2 +

�bβ� β
�2

V +
�

1
∑ x 2i

�
Notation: lower bars (e.g. β) denote prior hyperparameters and upper

bars (e.g.β) posterior ones.
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Properties of the Posterior

What are E (βjy) and var (βjy)?
p (βjy , h) is Normal (properties well-known). But we want p(βjy).
Rules of probability say p(βjy) =

R
p(β, hjy)dh.

Exercise 2.8 of Bayesian Econometric Methods provides the proof
Marginal posterior distribution for β is t distribution (see Appendix B,
De�nition B.25)

βjy � t
�

β, s2V , ν
�

and properties of the t distribution imply

E (βjy) = β

and

var (βjy) = νs2

ν� 2V
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The t-distribution

De�nition: A continuous random variable Y has a t distribution with
parameters µ, Σ and ν (a positive scalar referred to as a degrees of
freedom parameter), denoted Y � t (µ,Σ, ν), if its p.d.f. is given by:

ft (y jµ,Σ, ν) =
1

ct
p

Σ

"
ν+

(y � µ)2

Σ

#� ν+1
2

ct is an integrating constant with formulae given in textbook

E (Y ) = µ if ν > 1 and var (Y ) = ν
ν�2Σ if ν > 2.

The familiar t-statistic used for hypothesis testing has a t-distribution
with µ = 0 and Σ = 1
Notes: The mean and variance only exist if ν > 1 and ν > 2,
respectively.
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Interpretation of Bayesian Formulae for the Regression
Model

Remember:
E (βjy) = β = V

�
V�1β+ bβ ∑ x2i

�
Bayesian point estimate, β, is weighted average of OLS estimate and
prior mean, β.

Weights proportional to ∑ x2i and V
�1, respectively.

Weights re�ect the relative strengths in the prior and data
information.

Remember: variance represents dispersion so if V is large (and V�1

small) then great prior uncertainty, lack of information in prior,
noninformative prior

Hence V�1 expresses strength of belief in prior
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Remember: in frequentist econometrics (∑ x2i )
�1 is proportional to

the variance of bβ
So (∑ x2i )

�1 has similar interpretation to V as variance � but
(∑ x2i )

�1 relates to data

Alternative intuition: consider simple case where xi = 1 for
i = 1, ...,N.

Then ∑ x2i = N and weight attached to bβ will simply be sample size,
a reasonable measure of information in the data.
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Remember the formula:

var (βjy) = νs2

ν� 2V

where
V =

1

V�1 +∑ x2i

Ignoring the prior ("noninformative prior") and noting ν
ν�2 � 1 if N is

fairly large we get

var (βjy) � s2

∑ x2i
In frequentist econometrics, the variance of the OLS estimator is
s2(∑ x2i )

�1

Bayesian var (βjy) has very similar form, but incorporates both prior
and data information.
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Interpretation of V
�1
:

Posterior precision is average of prior precision (V�1) and data
precision (∑ x2i )
Natural conjugate prior implies that prior can be interpreted as arising
from a �ctitious data set (e.g. ν and N play the same role in
equations)

ν can be interpreted as a prior sample size.

See Problem Sheet 2, Exercise 2 for derivations

These facts can be used in prior elicitation (i.e. choosing particular
values for β,V , s�2 and ν)
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Prior sensitivity analysis.

Empirical results can be presented using various priors.

Suppose empirical results are basically the same for various sensible
priors:

then researchers with di¤erent prior beliefs can, after looking at the
data, come to agreement.

However, If results are sensitive to choice of prior, then the data is not
enough to force agreement on researchers with di¤erent prior views.

The Bayesian approach allows for the scienti�cally honest �nding of
such a state of a¤airs
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Posterior Analysis Using a Noninformative Prior

Previous results suggest noninformative prior can be obtained by
setting ν = 0 and V�1 = 0 (i.e. V! ∞).
To con�rm this is noninformative, not that this prior no longer enters
posterior � just contains likelihood information.

With noininformative prior β, hjy � NG
�

β,V , s�2, ν
�
, where

V =
1

∑ x2i

β = bβ
ν = N

νs2 = νs2
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These are OLS results.

But di¤erent interpretation: Bayesian says β is random variable.
Frequentist says bβ random variable.

Aside: this prior �density�does not not integrate to one. Such priors
are referred to as improper.

There are some problems relating to the use of improper priors which
we will discuss later.
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Model Comparison

Two models, M1 and M2.

Suppose Mj for j = 1, 2 are regression model with di¤erent
explanatory variables:

yi = βjxji + εji ,

Normal-Gamma natural conjugate priors for each model:

βj , hj jMj � NG
�

β
j
,V j , s

�2
j , νj

�
which implies posteriors of the form:

βj , hj jy ,Mj � NG
�

βj ,V j , s
�2
j , νj

�
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Remember the posterior odds ratio is:

PO12 =
p (y jM1) p (M1)

p (y jM2) p (M2)

Prior model probabilities, p(Mi ), selected before seeing the data.

The noninformative choice, p(M1) = p(M2) =
1
2 , is commonly made

The marginal likelihood, p(y jMj ), is calculated as:

p (y jMj ) =
Z Z

p(y jβj , hj )p
�

βj , hj
�
dβjdhj

Problem Sheet 2, Exercise 1 calculates this integral for a similar
model.
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It turns out that:

p(y jMj ) = cj

�
V j
V j

� 1
2 �

νj s2j
�� νj

2

where cj has a messy formula involving N, νj and s
2
j which I will not

reproduce here (see textbook page 25)

Posterior odds ratio comparing M1 to M2 is:

PO12 =
c1
�
V 1
V 1

� 1
2 �

ν1s21
�� ν1

2 p (M1)

c2
�
V 2
V 2

� 1
2 �

ν2s22
�� ν2

2 p (M2)
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What factors enter a Bayesian comparison of models?

First, the greater is the prior odds ratio, p(M1)
p(M2)

, the higher the support
for M1.

νj s2j contains the term νj s2j which is the sum of squared errors (a
measure of model �t).

So posterior odds support model which �ts best (other things being
equal)

Other things being equal, the posterior odds ratio will support the
model with greatest coherency between prior and data information

(i.e.
�bβj � β

j

�2
enters νj s2j )
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Posterior odds formula also contains term:
�
V 1
V 1

�
which is the ratio of

posterior to prior variances.

All else being equal, the model with more prior information (i.e.
smaller prior variance) relative to posterior information receives most
support.

If V 1 ! ∞ (noninformative prior) the posterior odds ratio is not
de�ned (posterior odds formula ! 0/0)
This is a problem with the use of noninformative priors for model
comparison (we will see another soon).
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Prediction

We want to predict y � at a point x� using regression model, so

y � = βx� + ε�

y � is not observed
Remember the predictive density is:

p (y �jy) =
Z Z

p (y �jy , β, h) p(β, hjy)dβdh (*)

Since ε� is independent of εi , y and y � are independent of one
another and, hence, p (y �jy , β, h) = p (y �jβ, h)
Since ε� is Normal,

p (y �jβ, h) = h
1
2

(2π)
1
2
exp

�
�h
2
(y � � βx�)2

�
(**)

Can obtain predictive by plugging (**) and the Normal Gamma prior
into (*) and doing the integration
I will not do this derivation (see Bayesian Econometric Methods,
Exercises 7.3 and 7.5)
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Resulting formula is:

p(y �jy) ∝
h
ν+

�
y � � βx�

�2
s�2

�
1+ Vx�2

��1i� ν+1
2

This is a t-distribution, so the predictive density is:

y �jy � t
�

βx�, s2
�
1+ Vx�2

	
, ν
�

This can be used to provide point predictions and measures of
uncertainty associated with the point prediction (e.g. the predictive
standard deviation)
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Aside: this is a logical place to introduce an important Bayesian
concept: model averaging

Suppose you have p(Mj jy), for j = 1, 2
Bayesian model averaging involves averaging over all models

Rules of probability imply:

p (y �jy) = p (y �jy ,M1) p (M1jy) + p (y �jy ,M2) p (M2jy)

Many Bayesians say: you should not choose one model to use

E.g. should not select just p (y �jy ,M1) as your predictive density

Rather average results over two models with weights given by the
posterior model probabilities

Or average over many models if you have many
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Empirical Illustration

Arti�cial data with N = 50, β = 2 and h = 1.

Two priors, the noninformative one and the informative one
withβ = 1.5, V = .25, ν = 10 and s�2 = 1.

Choice of prior hyperparameter values are purely illustrative

Can see how prior and data information are combined to produce the
posterior

E.g. E (βjy) with informative prior lies between the prior mean and
the OLS estimate
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Table 2.1: Prior and Posterior Properties of β

Prior Posterior

Informative
Using Noninf

Prior
Using Inf
Prior

Mean 1.50 2.06 1.96
St. Dev 0.56 0.24 0.22

Table 2.2: Prior and Posterior Properties of h
Prior Posterior

Informative
Using Noninf

Prior
Using Inf
Prior

Mean 1.00 1.07 1.04
St. Dev 0.45 0.21 0.19
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Model Comparison

To illustrate posterior odds, compare to another linear regression
model which contains only an intercept

M1 is (correct) regression model above, M2 is (incorrect) model with
just an intercept

For both models, we use the same informative prior as above

Posterior odds ratio is 3, 749.7. (overwhelming support for the correct
M1)

Posterior odds ratio implies p(M1jy) = 0.9997 and
p(M2jy) = 0.0003.
Bayesian model averaging would attach 99.97% weight to results
from M1 and only 0.03% weight to results from M2
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Prediction

Have to choose a value for explanatory variable to do prediction.

Let us choose x� = 0.5.

Using the informative prior

y �jy � t (0.98, 0.97, 60)

Using the noninformative prior:

y �jy � t (1.03, 0.95, 50)
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Summary

We have now seen how Bayesian methods work in a simple case: the
Normal linear regression model with one explanatory variable and
natural conjugate prior

We have covered all the basic ideas relating to estimation, model
comparison and prediction

In practice, almost always need the multiple regression � many
explanatory variables

Basic ideas/derivations/insights (with one or two exception) are the
same in simple and multiple regression

But with multiple regression we need matrix algebra

I will try to use matrix algebra for notational purposes rather than
doing extensive matrix derivations

If you have not used matrix algebra before, do not worry (I will
explain the few concepts I use as I go along)
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Normal Linear Regression Model with Natural Conjugate
Prior and Many Explanatory Variables
Linear Regression Model in Matrix Notation

Assume k explanatory variables, xi1,..,xik for i = 1, ..,N and
regression model:

yi = β1 + β2xi2 + ...+ βkxik + εi

Note xi1 is implicitly set to 1 to allow for an intercept

The regression model can be written in matrix notation as:

y = X β+ ε

To see why, let me o¤er a short digression on matrix algebra..
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Vectors

An N � 1 vector stacks N things in a column
E.g. with N observations on the dependent variable:

y =

266664
y1
y2
.
.
yN

377775
Can do same with the errors:

ε =

266664
ε1
ε2
.
.

εN

377775
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And the k regressions can be put in a k � 1 vector

β =

266664
β1
β2
.
.

βk

377775
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Matrices

An N � k matrix contains N rows and k columns of things.
E.g. we have N observations on k explanatory variables and can put
them in a matrix as:

X =

266664
1 x12 . . x1k
1 x22 . . x2k
. . . . .
. . . . .
1 xN2 . . xNk

377775
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Matrix Addition and Subtraction

Matrix addition and subtraction of two matrices are easy: just
add/subtract all the individual elements of the matrix

Let the elements of an N �K matrix A be aij for i = 1, ..,N and
j = 1, ..,K

Same notation convention for an N �K matrix B

What is A+ B?

Answer: an N �K matrix with elements aij + bij
Note: can only add/subtract matrices of same dimensions.

E.g. cannot add an N �K matrix to an M � J matrix.
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Matrix Multiplication

Matrix multiplication is a bit more complicated

De�nition: Let A be an N �K matrix and B be a K � J matrix, then
C = AB is a N � J matrix with the element in the nth row and j th
column given by cnj where

cnj =
K

∑
k=1

ankbkj

Try using this rule with X β

X β is an N � 1 matrix (an N�vector)
The i th row of this matrix will be

β1 + β2xi2 + ...+ βkxik
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Some other Matrix Things we will Use

The identity matrix, IN , is an N �N matrix of zeros except for the
diagonal elements which are ones

Sometimes (if clear from context) we just write I

You can con�rm that AI

0N is an N�vector of zeros
The transpose operator, 0, turns rows into columns (i.e. �rst row
becomes �rst column, second row becomes second column, etc.)

Equivalently, if A is a matrix where aij is the element in the i th row
and j th column

Then A0 has elements aji
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Back to the Likelihood Function

Write likelihood in matrix notation

In matrix notation, the classical assumptions can be written as:

ε has a multivariate Normal distribution with mean 0N and covariance
matrix σ2IN
Notation for this is: ε is N(0N , h�1IN ) where h = σ�2

All elements of X are either �xed (i.e. not random variables).
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Covariance Matrix

This is a matrix which contains the variances on the diagonal and
covariances every where else
For the errors, under the classical assumptions:

var (ε) �

266664
var (ε1) cov (ε1, ε2) . . . cov (ε1, εN )
cov (ε1, ε2) var (ε2) . . . .

. cov (ε2, ε3) . . . .

. . . . . cov (εN�1, εN )
cov (ε1, εN ) . . . . var (εN )

377775

=

266664
h�1 0 . . 0
0 h�1 . . .
. . . . .
. . . . 0
0 . . 0 h�1

377775
var (ε) = h�1IN is a compact notation for var (εi ) = h�1 and
cov (εi , εj ) = 0 for i , j = 1, ..,N and i 6= j .
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The Multivariate Normal Distribution

Just like the Normal distribution, but for a vector of random variables
k�dimensional random vector, Y = (Y1, ..,Yk )

0, has multivariate
Normal distribution with mean µ (k�vector) and covariance matrix Σ
(k � k positive de�nite matrix), denoted Y � N (µ,Σ), if its p.d.f. is:

fN (y jµ,Σ) =
1

2π
k
2

jΣj� 1
2 exp

�
�1
2
(y � µ)0 Σ�1 (y � µ)

�
You can con�rm that, if k = 1 and Σ = σ2 then this becomes
formula for univariate Normal:

1p
2πσ2

exp

"
� (y � µ)2

2σ2

#
Note jΣj is the determinant of Σ
Don�t need to know de�nition for this course
jΣj is scalar with an interpretation as being the size of the matrix
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Back to the Likelihood Function

Using the de�nition of the multivariate Normal density, the likelihood
function is:

p(y jβ, h) = h
N
2

(2π)
N
2�

exp
�
� h
2 (y � X β)0 (y � X β)

�	
Similarities with results for simple regression model.

E.g. (y � X β)0 (y � X β) enters in the same manner as ∑ (yi � βxi )
2

did before

Matrix constructs of the form a0a, where a is a vector, are sums of
squares
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As with simple regression, likelihood function can be written in terms
of OLS quantities.

These are:
ν = N � k

bβ = �X 0X ��1 X 0y
s2 =

�
y � Xbβ�0 �y � Xbβ�

ν

Matrix extension of previous derivations (see Problem Sheets 2 and 3):

p(y jβ, h) = 1

(2π)
N
2�

h
1
2 exp

�
� h
2

�
β� bβ�0 X 0X �β� bβ���nh ν

2 exp
�
� hν
2s�2

�o
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The Prior

Normal-Gamma prior same as before, except β conditional on h is
now multivariate Normal:

βjh � N(β, h�1V )

Prior for h as before:
h � G (s�2, ν)

As before except that β is now k�vector containing prior means for k
regression coe¢ cients, β1, .., βk , and V is now k � k positive de�nite
prior covariance matrix
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The Posterior

Posterior is derived by multiplying likelihood by prior and collecting
terms (see Problem sheets 1 and 2).

Similar to before, except matrices used.

Posterior is
β, hjy � NG

�
β,V , s�2, ν

�
where

V =
�
V�1 + X 0X

��1
β = V

�
V�1β+ X 0Xbβ�

ν = ν+N

s�2 is de�ned implicitly through

νs2 = νs2 + νs2 +
�bβ� β

�0 h
V +

�
X 0X

��1i�1 �bβ� β
�
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Before marginal posterior for β had t-distribution

Now marginal posterior for β has multivariate t distribution (see
Appendix B, De�nition B.25):

βjy � t
�

β, s2V , ν
�

Useful results for estimation:

E (βjy) = β

var(βjy) = νs2

ν� 2V

Similar intuition as before, except now matrices.bβ is now vector instead of scalar, the matrix (X 0X )�1 plays the role
that the scalar 1

∑ x 2i
did in simple regression model

V is now k � k matrix, etc. bβ is matrix weighted average of
information in the prior (V�1) and the data.
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A Noninformative Prior

As with simple regression, get noninformative prior for h by setting
ν = 0

Noninformative prior for β set prior variance to in�nity (or prior
precision to 0)

Our prior prior variance is h�1V

With matrices there is not a unique way of letting it go to in�nity
(see Problem Sheet 3)

A common way: set V�1 = cIk where c is a scalar.

Then let c go to zero.

This noninformative prior is improper and goes to:

p (β, h) ∝
1
h
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Posterior when using Noninformative Prior

With this noninformative prior get posterior involving OLS quantities:

β, hjy � NG
�

β,V , s�2, ν
�

where
β = bβ

V =
�
X 0X

��1
ν = N

νs2 = νs2

E.g. posterior mean (a Bayesian point estimate) is just bβ
var (βjy) =

� N
N�2

�
s2 (X 0X )�1 � s2 (X 0X )�1

For the frequentist econometrician, s2 (X 0X )�1, is the variance of the
OLS estimator

It is used in con�dence intervals, test-statistics, etc.
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Model Comparison
Model Comparison Involving Inequality Restrictions

Consider inequality restrictions of the form:

Rβ � r

where R is a known J � k matrix and r is a known J-vector
This is a general framework for any linear restrictions on β

Here are a couple of examples with 3 regression coe¢ cients,
β = (β1, β2, β3)

0
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What is the restriction: β2 � 1?
Write as Rβ � r where

R =
�
0 1 0

�
and r = 1

What are restrictions: β1 + β3 � 4, β1 � β2 � 0?

R =
�
1 0 1
1 �1 0

�

r =
�
4
0

�
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Model Comparison Involving Inequality Restrictions

Two models, the �rst imposes inequality restrictions on regression
coe¢ cients:

M1 : Rβ � r
Second model is unrestricted:

M2 : Rβ � r

Notation: Rβ � r means that one or more of the J inequality
restrictions in M1 are violated

Then use of noninformative priors is not a problem

That is you can just calculate the posterior probability that the
restrictions hold: p(Rβ � r jy ,M2)
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β has a multivariate t distribution.

p(Rβjy) also has a t distribution
Note: this follows from Appendix B, Theorem B.14 (a linear
combinations of t random variables is still a t random variable)

If Rβ imposes one restriction, then p(Rβ � r jy ,M2) can be
calculated using Student-t statistical tables

If Rβ imposes many restrictions, then p(Rβ � r jy ,M2) can be
calculated using computer packages (these will have functions for
calculating such probabilities).

This is equivalent to calculation the posterior odds ratio comparing
M1 to M2
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Other Model Comparison Exercises

Above we compared an unrestricted model to another where an
inequality restriction is imposed

There are two main other types of model comparison exercise that the
researcher might do:

1. comparing an unrestricted model to one with an equality
restriction (e.g. β = 0)

The frequentist econometrician would call this nested hypothesis
testing

2. comparing two models with same dependent variables, but
di¤erent explanatory varaibles

The frequentist econometrician would call this non-nest hypothesis
testing

We can do both within the same framework
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Case 1: M1 which imposes Rβ = r to M2 which does not have this
restriction

Case 2: M1 : y = X1β(1) + ε1 to M2 : y = X2β(2) + ε2, where X1 and
X2 are matrices containing possibly di¤erent explanatory variables

Both cases can be handled by de�ning models as (for j = 1, 2):

Mj : yj = Xjβ(j) + εj
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How can this framework handle both Case 1 and Case 2?

Case 2: set y1 = y2.

Case 1: M2 is the unrestricted regression.

M1 imposes Rβ = r which involves a rede�nition of explanatrory and
dependent variable.

Example 1: suppose unrestricted model (M2) is:

y = β1 + β2x2 + β3x3 + ε

Restricted model (M1) imposes β2 = 0:

y = β1 + β3x3 + ε

Restricted model is still a regression model, but with di¤erent
explanatory variables (only intercept and x3)
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Example 2: restricted model imposes β2 + β3 = 1:

y = β1 + β2x2 + β3x3 + ε

y = β1 + β2x2 + (1� β2) x3 + ε

collecting terms in last equation:

y � x3 = β1 + β2 (x2 � x3) + ε

This restricted regression is now written in terms of a new dependent
variable (y � x3) and new explanatory variable (x2 � x3)
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Posterior Odds Ratios

Remember: Bayes factors are ratios of marginal likelihoods for the two
regression models (where j subscripts denote models)

Remember: Posterior odds are Bayes factor times prior odds ratio

Problem Sheet 2 calculates marginal likelihood for a simple model
(see this for similar derivation)

Here I will not derive marginal likelihood, for the natural conjugate
prior the result is (for model j = 1, 2)

p(yj jMj ) = cj

� jV j j
jV j j

� 1
2 �

νj s2j
�� νj

2

where cj has a messy formula involving N, νj and s
2
j which I will not

reproduce here (see textbook page 41)
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Thus: posterior odds ratio comparing M1 to M2 is:

PO12 =
c1
�
jV 1 j
jV 1 j

� 1
2 �

ν1s21
�� ν1

2 p(M1)

c2
�
jV 2 j
jV 2 j

� 1
2 �

ν2s22
�� ν2

2 p(M2)

For simple regression model we talked about the various terms in the
formula for the posterior odds ratio

Same ideas hold here

Posterior odds ratio depends on prior odds ratio and contains rewards
for model �t, coherency between prior and data information and
parsimony
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Model Comparison with Noninformative Priors

Important rule of thumb: When comparing models using posterior
odds ratios, it is acceptable to use noninformative priors over
parameters which are common to all models. However, informative,
proper priors should be used over all other parameters.

Why?

Noninformative prior for h1 and h2 obtained if ν1 = ν2 = 0.

Can show this leads to posterior odds ratio with a sensible
interpretation involving model �t, the coherency between prior and
data information, etc.

Using a noninformative prior for error precisions in the two models is
perfectly reasonable
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But, using noninformative priors for the β(j)�s causes major problems
which occur largely when k1 6= k2.
(see textbook pp. 42-43 and Exercise 2 in Problem Sheet 3)

E.g., noninformative prior for β(j) based on V
�1
j = cIkj and letting

c ! 0. Since jV j j = 1
c kj
terms involving kj do not cancel out. If

k1 < k2, PO12 becomes in�nite, while if k1 > k2, PO12 goes to zero
(regardless of data)

Researchers often want to use noninformative priors (which is �ne for
estimation and prediction), but this can cause problems for model
comparison using posterior odds ratios

Hence, I now discuss an alternative method sometimes used with
noninformative priors
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Highest Posterior Density Intervals

Loosely analogous to con�dence intervals and, thus, sometimes used
to testing point null hypotheses

I will illustrate for a regressio coe¢ cient, βj but works with any
parameter

Posterior is p
�

βj jy
�

Let [a, b] be an interval (i.e. e.g. [a, b] mean a � βj � b)
De�nition: Credible Interval

[a, b] is a 100 (1� α)% credible interval if:

p
�
a � βj � bjy

�
=
Z b

a
p
�

βj jy
�
dβj = 1� α

Trouble is there are numerous possible credible intervals.

E.g. if βj jy is N (0, 1). Then, [�1.96, 1.96], [�1.75, 2.33] and
[�1.64,∞), etc.are all 95% credible intervals
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De�nition: Highest Posterior Density Intervals

A 100 (1� α)% HPDI for βj is a 100 (1� α)% credible interval for
βj with a smaller range than any other 100 (1� α)% credible interval.

In example, [�1.96, 1.96] is the shortest credible interval.
HPDIs exist any time the posterior exists. Thus, they can be used
with the noninformative prior discussed

So can �test� if βj = 0 by calculating HPDI for βj
If HPDI includes 0 then conclude βj = 0

If HPDI does not include 0 then conclude βj 6= 0
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Prediction

Want to predict y � for given value of X �

y � = X �β+ ε�

Prediction based on

p (y �jy) =
Z Z

p (y �jy , β, h) p(β, hjy)dβdh

I will not derive the predictive, but it turns out to be:

y �jy � t
�
X �β, s2

�
IT + X

�VX �0
	
, ν
�
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Computational Methods: Monte Carlo Integration

Model comparison, prediction and posterior inference about β can all
be done analytically.

So no need for posterior simulation in this model

But in most models, Bayesians use posterior simulation

So I will begin introducing computational ideas here by using Monte
Carlo integration in this model
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Theorem: Monte Carlo Integration

Let β(s) for s = 1, ..,S be a random sample from p(βjy) and g (.) be
any function and de�ne

bgS = 1
S

S

∑
r=1

g
�

β(s)
�

then bgS converges to E [g (β) jy ] as S goes to in�nity
This can be used for calculating point estimate, E (βjy) or any
feature of interest

E.g. var (βjy) = E
�

β2jy
�
� [E (βjy)]2 for which you want

g (β) = β2
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Outline of computer code:

Step 1: Take a random draw, β(s) from the posterior for β using a
random number generator for the multivariate t distribution.

Step 2: Calculate g
�

β(s)
�
and keep this result.

Step 3: Repeat Steps 1 and 2 S times.

Step 4: Take the average of the S draws g
�

β(1)
�
, ..., g

�
β(S )

�
.

These steps will yield an estimate of E [g(β)jy ] for any function of
interest.
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Remember: Monte Carlo integration yields only an approximation for
E [g(β)jy ] (since you cannot set S = ∞).
By selecting S , the researcher can control the degree of
approximation error

I will not derive, but using a CLT can obtain 95% con�dence interval
your estimate of E [g(β)jy ]:�bgS � 1.96 bσgp

S
, bgS + 1.96 bσgp

S

�
where σ2g = var(g(β)jy)
Can use this to gauge accuracy of approximation

Numerical standard error (nse), bσgp
S
, can be reported as implicitly

containing the same information
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Empirical Illustration

Data set on N = 546 houses sold in Windsor, Canada in 1987.

yi = sales price of the i th house measured in Canadian dollars,

xi2 = the lot size of the i th house measured in square feet,

xi3 = the number of bedrooms in the i th house,

xi4 = the number of bathrooms in the i th house,

xi5 = the number of storeys in the i th house.

Example uses informative and noninformative priors.

Textbook goes through detailed discussion of how you might elicit a
prior for this example.
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Informative prior based on prior guesses like �if we compare two
houses which are identical except the �rst house has one bedroom
more than the second, then we expect the �rst house to be worth
$5, 000 more than the second�.
This yields prior mean of $5, 000 then choose large prior variance to
indicate prior uncertainty.

The following tables present some empirical results (textbook has lots
of discussion of how you would interpret them)
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Table 3.1: Prior and Posterior Means for β
(standard deviations in parentheses)
Prior Posterior

Informative
Using Noninf

Prior
Using Inf
Prior

β1
0

(10, 000)
�4, 009.55
(3, 593.16)

�4, 035.05
(3, 530.16)

β2
10
(5)

5.43
(0.37)

5.43
(0.37)

β3
5, 000
(2, 500)

2, 824.61
(1, 211.45)

2, 886.81
(1, 184.93)

β4
10, 000
(5, 000)

17, 105.17
(1, 729.65)

16, 965.24
(1, 708.02)

β5
10, 000
(5, 000)

7, 634.90
(1, 005.19)

7, 641.23
(997.02)
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Discussion of Table 3.1

As we have seen noninformative prior produces OLS results

Posterior results for informative prior lie between prior and OLS (but
closer to latter since prior has large variance)

Some (small) evidence that adding prior information yields more
precise estimates (look at posterior standard deviations)
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Table 3.3: Model Comparison involving β

Informative Prior

p
�

βj > 0jy
�

95% HPDI
Posterior Odds
for βj = 0

β1 0.13 [�10, 957, 2, 887] 4.14
β2 1.00 [4.71, 6.15] 2.25� 10�39
β3 0.99 [563.5, 5, 210.1] 0.39
β4 1.00 [13, 616, 20, 314] 1.72� 10�19
β5 1.00 [5, 686, 9, 596] 1.22� 10�11

Noninformative Prior

p
�

βj > 0jy
�

95% HPDI
Posterior Odds
for βj = 0

β1 0.13 [�11, 055, 3, 036] �
β2 1.00 [4.71, 6.15] �
β3 0.99 [449.3, 5, 200] �
β4 1.00 [13, 714, 20, 497] �
β5 1.00 [5, 664, 9, 606] �
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Discussion of Table 3.3

Presents a variety of evidence relating to model comparison

Posterior odds model compare unrestricted model to one which
restricts βj = 0

Posterior odds near zero: strong evidence against restricted model

Remember: posterior odds cannot be calculated with noninformative
prior

Except for intercept strong evidence that all variables should be
included in the model

HPDIs do not include zero
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Table 3.4: Posterior Results for β2 Calc. Various Ways

Mean
Standard
Deviation

Numerical St.
Error

Analytical 5.4316 0.3662 �
Number
of Reps
S = 10 5.3234 0.2889 0.0913
S = 100 5.4877 0.4011 0.0401
S = 1, 000 5.4209 0.3727 0.0118
S = 10, 000 5.4330 0.3677 0.0037
S = 100, 000 5.4323 0.3664 0.0012
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Discussion of Table 3.4

Choose one coe¢ cient, β2, as an example

No need to do Monte Carlo integration: the row labelled �Analytical�
gives correct results

Can see that as S increases get closer to correct result

But improvements not linear, can show approximation error vanishes
1p
S
rate

Numerical standard error gives good idea of accuracy of approximation
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The Normal Linear Regression Model with Independent
Normal-Gamma Prior

So far we have worked with natural conjugate prior � now let us try
a di¤erent prior

We have discussed the Normal linear regression model previously
(under the classical assumptions) and will not repeat basic setup
material here

Likelihood function presented earlier in this set of slides (or see
textbook equation 3.7).

Parameters of model are β and h.
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The Prior

Before we had conjugate prior where p (βjh) was a Normal density
and p (h) a Gamma density

var (βjh) = h�1V
This seems odd. Why should prior beliefs about β depend on h?

Need this form to get natural conjugacy

What if we want a similar prior, but with prior independence between
β and h
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Assume p (β, h) = p (β) p (h) with p (β) being Normal and p (h)
being Gamma

β � N
�

β,V
�

h � G (s�2, ν)
Key di¤erence: now V is now prior covariance matrix of β, with
conjugate prior we had var(βjh) = h�1V
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The Posterior

posterior is proportional to prior times likelihood

Joint posterior density for β and h does not take the form of any
well-known and understood density

Cannot be directly used for posterior inference

We do not know its mean or variance, nor can we take draws from it
to do Monte Carlo integration
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However, the conditional posterior for β (i.e. conditional on h) takes
a simple form:

βjy , h � N
�

β,V
�

where
V =

�
V�1 + hX 0X

��1
β = V

�
V�1β+ hX 0y

�
Similarly, conditional posterior for h is simple:

hjy , β � G (s�2, ν)

where
ν = N + ν

s2 =
(y � X β)0 (y � X β) + νs2

ν
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The econometrician is needs p (β, hjy) (or p (βjy)), NOT the
posterior conditionals, p (βjy , h) and p (hjy , β)
Remember rule of probability for random variables A and B:
p (A,B) = p (AjB) p (B)
But p (A,B) 6= p (AjB) p (B jA)
Since p (β, hjy) 6= p (βjy , h) p (hjy , β), conditional posteriors do not
directly tell us everything about p (β, hjy)
So are we stuck?

No. There is a posterior simulator, called the Gibbs sampler

This uses conditional posteriors to produce random draws, β(s) and
h(s) for s = 1, ..,S , which can be averaged to produce estimates of
posterior properties just as with Monte Carlo integration
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Bayesian Computation: The Gibbs Sampler

The Gibbs sampler is a powerful tool for posterior simulation which is
used in many econometric models

Let me explain in general context before returning to Normal linear
regression model with independent Normal-Gamma prior

General notation: θ is p�vector of parameters
p (y jθ) , p (θ) and p (θjy) are the likelihood, prior and posterior,
respectively

Let θ be partitioned into blocks as θ =
�

θ0(1), θ
0
(2), .., θ

0
(B )

�0
where

θ(j) is a scalar or vector, j = 1, 2, ..,B.

In regression: set B = 2 with θ(1) = β and θ(2) = h
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Intuition: i) Monte Carlo integration takes draws from p (θjy) and
averages to produce estimates of E [g (θ) jy ] for any function of
interest g (θ)

ii) In many models, it is not easy to directly draw from p (θjy).
However, it often is easy to randomly draw from
p
�

θ(1)jy , θ(2), .., θ(B )
�
, p
�

θ(2)jy , θ(1), θ(3).., θ(B )
�
, ...,

p
�

θ(B )jy , θ(1), .., θ(B�1)
�

Note: Preceding distributions are referred to as full conditional
posterior distributions since they de�ne a posterior for each block
conditional on all other blocks

iii) Drawing from the full conditionals will yield a sequence
θ(1), θ(2), .., θ(s) which can be averaged to produce estimates of
E [g (θ) jy ] in the same manner as Monte Carlo integration did
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More motivation for the Gibbs sampler

Remember: p (A,B) = p (AjB) p (B)
This means draw from p (A,B) can be produced by �rst drawing from
B from p (B) then drawing A from p (AjB)
Let B = 2 and suppose that you have one random draw from
p
�

θ(2)jy
�
. Call this draw θ

(0)
(2)

Since p (θjy) = p
�

θ(1)jy , θ(2)
�
p
�

θ(2)jy
�
, it follows that a random

draw from p
�

θ(1)jy , θ
(0)
(2)

�
is a valid draw of θ(1) from p (θjy). Call

this draw θ
(1)
(1).

Since p (θjy) = p
�

θ(2)jy , θ(1)
�
p
�

θ(1)jy
�
, it follows that a random

draw from p
�

θ(2)jy , θ
(1)
(1)

�
is a valid draw of θ(2) from p (θjy).

Hence, θ(1) =
�

θ
(1)0
(1) , θ

(1)0
(2)

�0
is a valid draw from p (θjy).

You can continue this reasoning inde�nitely.
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Hence, if you can successfully �nd θ
(0)
(2), then sequentially drawing

from full conditional posteriors will yield a sequence of draws from the
posterior.

This strategy of sequentially drawing from the full conditional
posterior distributions is called Gibbs sampling

The problem with steps above: not possible to �nd such an initial
draw θ

(0)
(2).

If we knew how to easily take random draws from p
�

θ(2)jy
�
, we

could use this and p
�

θ(1)jθ(2), y
�
to do Monte Carlo integration and

have no need for Gibbs sampling

Subject to weak conditions, the initial draw θ
(0)
(2) does not matter

Gibbs sampler will converge to a sequence of draws from p (θjy)
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In practice, choose θ
(0)
(2) in some manner and then run Gibbs sampler

for S replications.
First S0 discarded as so-called burn-in replications and the remaining
S1 retained for the estimate of E [g (θ) jy ], where S0 + S1 = S .
Gibbs sampler is an example of a Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) algorithm
Note: There are various "MCMC Diagnostics" which you can use to
make sure you have taken enough draws (and discarded enough
burn-in draws). See textbook pages 64-68.
Note: In practice, Gibbs sampler popular since many models logically
break into blocks.
For instance, many posteriors can be written as p (β, h, z jy) where z
is something else (often a vector of latent data).
Gibbs sampling (or related MCMC) involving p (β, hjy , z) and
p (z jyβ, h) can be used (where p (β, hjy , z) uses results for linear
regression model)
Examples: tobit, probit, stochastic frontier model, random e¤ects
panel data model, heteroskedasticity, autocorrelation, SUR, ECMs,
state space models, threshold autoregressive models, Markov
switching models, etc. etc. etc.() Topic 2 February 16, 2011 94 / 109



Model Comparison: The Savage-Dickey Density Ratio
(SDDR)

Remember: the Bayes Factor comparing two models, M1 and M2 is
the ratio of marginal likelihoods:

BF12 =
p(y jM1)

p(y jM2)

Posterior odds ratio:

PO12 = BF12
p(M1)

p(M2)

In many cases, it is hard to calculate p(y jM1) directly

SDDR is another way of writing Bayes factor for comparing nested
models

Only applicable with certain types of priors, but where applicable it
o¤ers a simple way of calculating the Bayes factor
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SDDR setup:

Suppose unrestricted version of a model, M2, has parameter vector
θ = (ω0,ψ0)0.

Likelihood and prior given by p (y jω,ψ,M2) and p (ω,ψjM2).

Restricted model, M1, has ω = ω0 where ω0 is a vector of constants.

ψ unrestricted in each model.

Likelihood and prior: p (y jψ,M1) and p (ψjM1)
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Theorem: The Savage-Dickey Density Ratio

Suppose priors in the two models satisfy

p (ψjω = ω0,M2) = p (ψjM1)

Then:

BF12 =
p (ω = ω0jy ,M2)

p (ω = ω0jM2)

p (ω = ω0jy ,M2) and p (ω = ω0jM2) are unrestricted posterior and
prior for ω evaluated at ω0

Only need to work with unrestricted model (M2) and evaluate its
posterior and prior at the restrictions being tests

Note: the conditions on the prior are very sensible in most situations.
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SDDR in Regression Model

Return to Normal linear regression model with independent
Normal-Gamma prior.

M1, imposes β = β0. M2 is unrestricted model

The case of other equality restrictions such as Rβ = r is a simple
extension.

The Bayes factor comparing these two models is given by:

BF12 =
p (β = β0jy ,M2)

p (β = β0jM2)
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Denominator of BF12 can be calculated since the marginal prior for β
is Normal:

p (β = β0jM2) =
1

(2π)
k
2

jV j� 1
2 exp

�
�1
2

�
β0 � β

�0
V�1

�
β0 � β

��
Numerator more di¢ cult to evaluate: although we know
p (βjy , h,M2) is Normal, we do not know what p (βjy ,M2) is

However, using Gibbs sampler, p (β = β0jy ,M2) can be estimated in
a straightforward fashion

Remember: before I said "average Gibbs sampler draws to produce
estimates of E [g (θ) jy ] for any function of interest g (θ)"
Choose g (θ) = p

�
β = β0jy , h(s),M2

�
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More explanation:

Gibbs sampler will provide β(s) and h(s) for s = S0 + 1, ..,S

Averaging p
�

β = β0jy , h(s),M2

�
across the draws h(s) will yield an

estimate of p (β = β0jy ,M2).

Thus

1
S1

S

∑
s=S0+1

p
�

β = β0jy , h(s),M2

�
! p (β = β0jy ,M2)
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The Normal Linear Regression Model subject to Inequality
Constraints

Sometimes we wish to impose inequality restrictions on our model
(e.g. concavity or monotonicity or stationarity).

Very hard to do in a satisfactory manner in frequentist econometrics.
For Bayesians it is trivial, attach zero prior weight to regions which
violate the restrictions.

We use this model to introduce importance sampling.

Write restriction as β 2 A where A is the relevant region.
De�nition: 1 (β 2 A) is the indicator function which equals 1 if β 2 A
and equals 0 otherwise
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The Prior

Here is a prior which is the natural conjugate prior but also imposes
the inequality restriction

p (β, h) ∝ fNG
�

β, hjβ,V , s�2, ν
�
1 (β 2 A)

where β,V , s�2, ν are prior hyperparameters to be selected by the
researcher and fNG denotes the Normal-Gamma pd.f.

Note: the marginal prior for β has a t distribution:

p (β) ∝ ft
�

βjβ, s2V , ν
�
1 (β 2 A)

The noninformative variant of the natural conjugate prior involves
setting ν = 0, V�1 = cIk and letting c go to zero
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The Posterior

Multiply likelihood times prior, do derivation as for natural conjugate
prior except carry along the restriction and obtain:

p (βjy) ∝ ft
�

βjβ, s2V , ν
�
1 (β 2 A)

where β, s2,V and ν are de�ned as with natural conjugate prior (see
equations (3.10)-(3.13) of textbook)

The noninformative prior yields a posterior of the same form except
that β, s2,V and ν are de�ned in equations (3.20)-(3.23) of textbook.

For natural conjugate prior we had analytical results, but when we
impose inequality restrictions we usually do not

E.g. with natural conjugate prior β was posterior mean (point
estimate), but with inequality restrictions β is no longer posterior
mean

How can we do Bayesian inference in this model? Need new algorithm
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Bayesian Computation: Importance Sampling

For some choices of A, analytical posterior results are available
(truncated t distribution). But, for general choice of A they do not
exist.

Hence, introduce a posterior simulation approach referred to as
importance sampling.

It is a general method use with many models (not just inequality
restricted regression)

Hence, use general notation where θ is a vector of parameters and
p (y jθ) , p (θ) and p (θjy) are the likelihood, prior and posterior,
respectively

Monte Carlo integration involved taking random draws from p (θjy),
but with many models this is not easy to do.
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Suppose instead, that random draws, θ(s) for s = 1, ..,S , are taken
from a density, q (θ), which is easy to draw from.

q (θ) is importance function.

Simply taking draws from the importance function and averaging
them in the familiar way is not appropriate.

In particular,

bgS = 1
S

S

∑
r=1

g
�

θ(s)
�

bgS = 1
S ∑S

r=1 g
�

θ(s)
�
,will NOT converge to E [g (θ) jy ] as S �! ∞.

Importance sampling corrects for this by taking a weighted average
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Importance Sampling

Let θ(s) for s = 1, ..,S be a random sample from q(θ) and de�ne

bgS = ∑S
s=1 w

�
θ(s)

�
g
�

θ(s)
�

∑S
s=1 w

�
θ(s)

�
where

w
�

θ(s)
�
=
p
�

θ = θ(s)jy
�

q(θ = θ(s))

then bgS converges to E [g (θ) jy ] as S goes to in�nity (under weak
conditions).
Do not even need to know entire p.d.fs, only kernels
IIf p� (θjy) ∝ p (θjy) and q�(θ) ∝ q(θ), weights can be replaced by

w
�

θ(s)
�
=
p�
�

θ = θ(s)jy
�

q�(θ = θ(s))
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Importance sampling seems a marvellous solution to any posterior
simulation problem:

just randomly sample from any convenient density, q (θ), and simply
weight to obtain an estimate of E [g (θ) jy ].
Unfortunately, in practice, things are not this easy.

Unless q (θ) approximates p (θjy) reasonably well, you can �nd cases
where w

�
θ(s)

�
is virtually zero for almost every draw.

This means the weighted average implicitly involves very few draws.

Thus, S may have to be enormous in order to obtain reasonably
accurate estimates of E [g (θ) jy ].
Thus, importance sampling may be infeasible unless q (θ) is very
carefully chosen
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For Normal linear regression model subject to inequality restrictions,
an obvious importance function is:

q (β) = ft
�

βjβ, s2V , ν
�

Weights are:
w
�

β(s)
�
= 1

�
β(s) 2 A

�
Note that all these weights are either 1 (if β(s) 2 A) or 0 (if β(s) /2 A).
This strategy simply involves drawing from the unrestricted posterior
and discarding draws which violate the inequality restrictions.
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Summary

This set of notes has focussed on the Normal linear regression model
under the classical assumptions

Have shown how Bayesian methods can be used for estimation, model
comparison and prediction for a variety of priors

For some priors analytical results available, but for others posterior
simulation algorithms required

We have introduced several important posterior simulation algorithms
(which can be used for many models) in the context of the regression
model:

Monte Carlo integration

Gibbs sampling

Importance sampling
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